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A vision for French at John Ball School 
 

The study of languages prepares pupils to participate in a rapidly changing world in which 

work and other activities are increasingly carried out in languages other than English. 

 At John Ball Primary school we teach French, in line with the request from our main feeder 

secondary schools.  Children use languages to communicate information responsibly and 

creatively. They learn how to use languages to enable access to ideas and experiences from 

a wide range of people, communities and cultures. 

Understanding a modern foreign language increases a child’s understanding of their own 

language. The process of learning a foreign language reinforces fluency and understanding of 

grammar, syntax, sentence structure and verbal precision. 

Through our teaching of French we aim to: 

 Ensure every child has the opportunity throughout Key Stage 2 to study a foreign 

language and develop their interest in the culture of other nations. 

 Ensure pupils’ learning is enriched in a broad curriculum to which languages 

contribute. 

 Ensure pupils have access to high quality teaching and learning opportunities. 

 Provide language teaching informed by Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing and 

Cultural Understanding. 

Our curriculum: 

 Involves all children in oral participation. 

 Embraces learning French vocabulary through songs, familiar stories and role play.   

 Includes a book focus to introduce children to a wide vocabulary supported with picture 

clues and actions.   

 Includes writing and art activities.   

 Embraces a range of different learning techniques.  

 Ensures that children are required to respond to class instructions in French.   

The lead contacts for French are Mme Patten and Mme Plantecoste who can be emailed 

on kpatten3.209@lgflmail.org and jplantecoste.209@lgflmail.org respectively. 
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FRENCH OVERVIEW 

 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Autumn 1 In a French Classroom Monster Pets Olympic Games 

Autumn 2 
Can I describe it? Space Poets Football Champions 

Spring 1 

 

Clothing Food shopping 

 

My House 

 

 

Spring 2 

 

Calendars The French-Speaking World My Francophone Holiday 

Summer 1 

 

Weather and Transportation 

 

 

-er Verbs Visiting a Town in France 

Summer 2 

 

Restaurant Ready My Family Review 

Challenge 

To challenge French speaking pupils across the curriculum, : 

● Children model French language for their peer group often leading groups or parts of lessons alongside the teacher 
● Extend their sentence writing to include more diverse vocabulary, using resources independently to do this 
● Do word games including mad libs (texto dingo), word searches and crosswords to extend their understanding of the language   

● Engage independently in apps which further extend their French language acquisition 
● Create extended pieces of work, linked to the whole class learning. 
● Compare French to other languages spoken, e.g. English - how is vocabulary/spelling/grammar similar/different? Why do you think that is? 

● Read independently in French 
● Help classmates when finished with work 
● Play Scrabble (or other language-based games) with a dictionary 
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● Speed translation (against peer/timer) 
● Describe silly picture / illustrate silly description 
● What word/number am I thinking of? 

● Complete Word of the Day/personal dictionary activities using a dictionary/thesaurus 

SKILLS 

French 

Lower KS2 Upper KS2 

 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

To read 
fluently  

● Explore the patterns and sounds of language 
through songs and rhymes. 

● Read carefully and show understanding of familiar 
words and phrases. 

 Broaden vocabulary by practising familiar words 
and phrases. 

● Read and understand the main points in 
short written texts. 

● Read short texts independently. 
● Use a translation dictionary or glossary 

to look up new words. 
● Explore the patterns and sounds of 

language and link the spelling, sound 
and meaning of words. 

● Read carefully and show understanding 
of words, phrases and simple writing. 

● Broaden vocabulary and develop ability 
to understand new words (eg by  using a 
dictionary or noticing cognates). 

 appreciate stories, songs, poems and 
rhymes in the language 

● Read and understand the main points 
and some of the details in short written 
texts. 

● Use the context of a sentence or a 
translation dictionary to work out the 
meaning of unfamiliar words. 

● Read and understand the main points 
and opinions in written texts from 
various contexts, including present, past 
or future events.  

● Show confidence in reading aloud, and 
in using reference materials. 

● Explore the patterns and sounds of 
language through songs and rhymes 
and link the spelling, sound and 
meaning of words. 

● Read carefully and show understanding 
of words, phrases and simple writing. 

● Broaden vocabulary and develop ability 
to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, 
including through using a dictionary. 

 appreciate stories, songs, poems and 
rhymes in the language 

To write 
imaginatively
  

● Write or copy everyday words correctly. 

● Label items and choose appropriate words to 
complete short sentences. 

● Write one or two short sentences. 

● Write short phrases used in everyday 
conversations correctly. 

● Write words or phrases from memory, and adapt 
these to create new sentences. 

● Describe people, places, things and actions orally 

● Write a few short sentences using 
familiar expressions. 

● Express personal experiences and 
responses. 

● Write short phrases from memory with 
spelling that is readily understandable. 

● write phrases from memory 
● adapt familiar phrases to create new 

sentences 

● Write short texts on familiar topics. 

● Use knowledge of grammar to enhance 
or change the meaning of phrases.  

● Use dictionaries or glossaries to check 
words. 

● Refer to recent experiences or future 
plans, as well as to everyday activities.  

● Include imaginative and adventurous 
word choices. 
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and in writing. 
● Understand basic grammar:  

o feminine and masculine 
o how to use adjectives in French 

 how French is similar/different to English. 

● describe people, places, things and 
actions in writing 

 understand basic grammar, including: 
feminine/masculine; how to conjugate -
er verbs; key features and patterns of 
the language; how to use adjectives and 
prepositions 

● Convey meaning (although there may 
be some mistakes, the meaning can be 
understood with little or no difficulty). 

● Use dictionaries or glossaries to check 
words. 

● write phrases from memory, and adapt 
these to create new sentences, to 
express ideas clearly 

● describe people, places, things and 
actions and in writing 

● understand basic grammar appropriate 
to the language being studied, including: 
feminine/masculine; conjugation of high 
frequency verbs and -er verbs; how to 
use adjectives, prepositions, 
comparative language, conjunctions and 
some other grammatical structures. 

 comparing how French is similar and 
different to English 

To speak 
confidently 

● Understand familiar spoken phrases. 
● Understand standard language (sometimes asking 

for words or phrases to be repeated). 
● Answer simple questions and give basic 

information. 
● Give responses to questions about everyday 

events. 
● Pronounce words showing a knowledge of sound 

patterns. 
● Understand the main points from spoken 

passages. 
● Ask others to repeat words or phrases if 

necessary. 

● Ask and answer simple questions and talk about 
everyday occurrences or objects. 

● Take part in discussions and tasks. 
● Demonstrate a growing vocabulary. 

● Listen to spoken language and show 
understanding by joining in or responding. 

● Seek clarification and ask for help. 

● Speak in simple sentences using familiar 
vocabulary or phrases. 

● Understand the main points from spoken 
passages. 

● Ask others to repeat words or phrases if 
necessary. 

● Ask and answer simple questions and 
talk about interests. 

● Take part in discussions and tasks. 
● Demonstrate a growing vocabulary. 
● Show understanding by joining in and 

responding 
● engage in conversations; ask and 

answer questions; express opinions and 
respond to those of others; seek 
clarification and help 

● speak in sentences, using familiar 
vocabulary, phrases and basic language 
structures 

● develop accurate pronunciation so that 
others understand  

 present ideas and information orally to 
an audience 

● Understand the main points and 
opinions in spoken passages. 

● Give a short prepared talk that includes 
opinions. 

● Take part in conversations to seek and 
give information. 

● Refer to recent experiences or future 
plans, everyday activities and interests.  

● Vary language and produce extended 
responses. 

● Be understood with little or no difficulty. 
● listen attentively to spoken language 

and show understanding by joining in 
and responding appropriately, using 
complete sentences. 

● engage in conversations; ask and 
answer questions; express opinions and 
respond to those of others; seek 
clarification and help 

● speak in sentences, using familiar 
vocabulary, phrases and basic language 
structures 
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● Develop accurate pronunciation so that others 
understand. 

 Present ideas to an audience. 

● develop accurate pronunciation and 
intonation so that others understand  

 present ideas and information orally to a 
range of audiences 
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French – Year 4 
Half 
term 

Topic title Knowledge/content  covered Spellings 
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● Use and respond to greetings appropriately 
● Follow simple instructions in French 

 Name and ask/answer questions about 
classroom materials. 

/s/ 
Cédille = ç 
S (same as 
English) 
ss (same as 
English) 
c ( same as 
English: soft /s/ 
in front of e, I, y) 
ç (makes c = /s/ 
in front of any 
letter) 
 
a (/ah/) 
b (same as 
English) 

Key Vocabulary: 

Greetings + responses: Bonjour, au revoir, au revoir, 
Comment ça va? Ça va? Ça va bien / mal / très bien / 
très mal / comme-si comme-ça, etc. Très bien / Bien / Super 
 
Instructions: Un, deux, trois, regardez-moi ! (1, 2 3 eyes on 
me!), Écoutez, Regardez, Parlez, Écrivez, Lisez, Asseyez-
vous, Levez-vous, Répétez ! 
 
Classroom materials: Un crayon, un taille-crayon, un stylo, 
un cahier, un sac, une règle, une gomme, une trousse, des 
ciseaux, J’ai… Je n’ai pas, Et, Mais, Tu as…? Dans mon sac 
... 
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● Using adjectives of colour, size, shape, 
personality, hair, etc. 

● Book focus: Les Couleurs d’Elmer 

 Writing descriptive sentences about someone 

/ge/ - g (same as 
English: soft /j/ 
in front of e, I, y) 
c ( same as 
English: soft /s/ 
in front of e, I, y) 
s on the end of 
plural nouns = 
silent (unless the 
next word 
begins with a 
vowel) 

 
/an/ 

an (maman /an/) 
en (enfant /an/) 
am (lampe /an/) 
em (empreintes 

/an/) 

Vocabulary: 

Colours: rouge, bleu, jaune, vert, blanc, noir,, orange, rose - 
pink, brun, violet, *marron, *l'arc-en-ciel, châtains, blonds, 
roux  
 
Size: petit – small, grand – big, *énorme – enormous, 
*minuscule – tiny,  
 
Feelings/Personality Traits: heureux/heureuse, 
sérieux/sérieuse fort/e, poli/e, travailleur/travailleuse, 
sportif/sportive, heureux/heureuse, sérieux/sérieuse 
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 ● Clothing vocabulary 

● Adjectives for patterns, review colours and 
shapes 

● Likes/dislikes 
 
https://www.johnball.lewisham.sch.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2021/12/Science-Curriculum-2021-22.pdf 

  

/sh/ 
sh (shampooing 

/sh/) 
ch (champignion 

/sh/) 
 
d (same as 
English) 
 
e (melon /e/) 

 
/eu/ 

eu (l’heure /eu/) 

œu (cœur /eu/) 

Vocabulary: 

Clothing: un T-shirt, un short, un pantalon, un chapeau, un 
maillot de bain, une culotte, une chemise, une veste, des 
chaussettes, des bottes, des lunettes, des baskets, un pull, 
mon/ma/mes, je/elle/il porte, j’aime 
 
Adjectives: grand, petit, à pois, à carreaux, à rayures, brillant 
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) ● Numbers 1-31 

● Days of the week, months of the year, seasons 
o Celebrations (birthdays) 

/e/ 
eu (feu /e/) 
œu (nœud /e/) 

 
/è/ 

https://www.johnball.lewisham.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Science-Curriculum-2021-22.pdf
https://www.johnball.lewisham.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Science-Curriculum-2021-22.pdf
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Vocabulary: 

Numbers: un, deux, trois, quatre, cinq, six, sept, huit, neuf, 
dix, onze, douze, treize, quatorze, quinze, seize, dis-sept, 
dix-huit, dix-neuf, vingt, vingt-et-un, vingt-et-deux, vingt-et-
trois, vingt-et-quatre, vingt-et-cinq, vingt-et-six, vingt-et-sept, 
vingt-et-huit, vingt-et-neuf, trente, trente-et-un, compter 
 
Dates: les jours de la semaine, lundi, mardi, mercredi, jeudi, 
vendredi, samedi, dimanche, la semaine, hier, demain, 
aujourd'hui, les mois, janvier, février, mars, avril, mai, juin, 
juillet, août, septembre, octobre, novembre, décembre, C’est 
quand, ton anniversaire ? Quelle est la date aujourd'hui ? 
Mon anniversaire c’est le… les saisons, le printemps, l'été, 
l'automne, l'hiver 

et (Poulet /è/) 
ei (reine /è/) 
ai (maison /è/) 
è  (manège /è/) 
ê (fenêtre /è/) 
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Weather and 
Transportation 
 

(Forming 
sentences with 
“aller”, 
cognates, 
prepositions, 
articles, 
counting, 
describing a 
journey) 
 
 

● Asking and answering questions about the 
weather 

● Numbers to 50 (temperature) 
● Aller (To go) 

 Types of transportation 

/é/ 
ez (nez /é/) 

es (les, mes, 
tes, ses /é/) 
é (étoile /é/) 
er (aimer /é/) 

 
/eil/ 

eil (soleil /eil/) 
eille (abeille 

/eil/) 
 

/f/ 

f (fenêtre /f/) 
ph (éléphant /f/) 

 

Vocabulary: 

Numbers: trente, quarante, cinquante (use numbers 1-10 to 
form other new numbers, e.g. vingt-et-un) 
 
Weather: Quel temps fait-il aujourd’hui ? Il fait… beau, 
mauvais, chaud, froid, Il… pleut, neige, Il y a… du soleil, du 
vent, des nuages 
 
Transportation: Je vais à/en…bus, train, avion, ballon, 
bateau, ferry, hélicoptère, sous-marin, train, vélo, voiture, 
pied, Tu vas où? Tu vas comment? Je vais…  
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r 

 2
  

Restaurant 
Ready 
 

(Making and 
receiving 
orders, going 
food shopping, 
reading and 
writing menus, 
paying and 
giving change) 
 

● Ordering food in a French café 
● Review numbers (prices) 

● Apply previous learning to create and role play 
a French restaurant/café: 
o Making menus for the café  
o Greeting customers and taking orders 

Review 
phonics from 
this year. 

 

Vocabulary: 

Food: restaurant, café, magasin, boulangerie, chocolaterie, 
pâtisserie, épicerie, marché, supermarché, menu, boisson, 
entrée, plat principal, soupe, pizza, hot-dog, hamburger, 
croissant, baguette, limonade, jus, pain, pâtisserie, gâteau, 
tarte, chocolat, fruits, légumes, crêpe, fromage, sandwich, 
ratatouille, quiche, les courses, Bonjour je voudrais une table 
pour… Voilà le menu ! Je voudrais… Vous désirez une 
boisson ? Excusez-moi, l’addition s’il vous plaît. Alors, ça fait 
___ Euros, s’il vous plaît. Et voilà ! Merci. Au revoir ! 
serveur/serveuse, de l'argent, un billet, la monnaie, une 
pièce, j’aime/je n’aime pas 
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  Autumn 1   
Topic: In a French Classroom 

KPI Assessment 
opportunities 

Moving on to greater 
depth 

I respond appropriately to familiar 
greetings/instructions in French 
and can name classroom 
materials. 
 

I follow class directions in 
French. 
 
I will prepare and present a 
short oral presentation about 
what I have or have not got 
in my backpack. 
 

I can hold a short conversation 
about greetings in French, 
showing understanding by 
using appropriate responses 
for the formality of a situation 
and the time of day. 
 
I can share what classroom 
materials I have or have not 
got in my bag, describing them 
using adjectives. 

Autumn 2  
Topic: Can I Describe it? 

KPI Assessment 
opportunities 

Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can begin to use adjectives 
correctly to understand and 
communicate descriptions of 
shapes, colours, people and their 
personalities. 

I can match people or things 
to descriptions that have 
been communicated orally 
and in writing. 
 
I can describe people or 
things orally and in writing 
(e.g. by writing a poem to 
describe a friend (real or 
imaginary). 
 

I consistently apply correct 
grammar in my use of 
adjectives (e.g. m/f or sing/pl 
adjectival agreement, 
placement before/after noun). 
 

Spring 1 

Topic: Clothing 

KPI Assessment 
opportunities 

Moving on to greater 
depth 

 I can name and describe clothes 
using adjectives correctly. 
 

I can create or recognise an 
outfit based on a description 
(oral or text). 

I can describe a person’s 
outfit (orally or in writing) 
based on a picture or other 
stimulus.  

I can extend my descriptions 
by adding more than one 
adjective and share this with 
my peers. 

I can share my fashion 
preferences based on stimulus 
(oral, visual, written, etc). 

   Spring 2  
      Topic: Calendars 
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KPI Assessment 
opportunities 

Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can understand and 
communicate dates using days of 
the week, months of the year and 
numbers 1-31. 
 

I can understand and write 
down dates that are shared 
with me. 

I can make a calendar 
including basic dates, days 
of the week, months of the 
year and dates that are 
important to me (i.e. 
birthdays). 

I can add other important dates 
to my calendar (e.g. 
Christmas, Eid, Hanukkah, 
Diwali, Holi, Lunar New Year). 

I can write a short sentence 
describing what I do on these 
important dates. 

    Summer 1  
       Topic: Weather and Transportation  

KPI Assessment 
opportunities 

Moving on to greater 
depth 

KPI: I can describe how to get to 
different places, as well as what 
the weather is like once I am 
there. 
 

I can understand and 
communicate simple 
descriptions of the weather 
using familiar phrases and 
vocabulary. 

I can understand and 
describe the journey to 
French speaking countries 
around the world. 

I can add detail to my 
questions and descriptions of 
the weather. 
 
I can give and follow directions 
showing how to get to and 
from various locations, both in 
person and around the world. 

     Summer 2  
Topic: Restaurant Ready 

KPI Assessment 
opportunities 

Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can create and read a menu in 
order to perform a role play 
conversation in a restaurant or 
café. 

I can write a menu in French for 
a café/restaurant. 
I can use a menu to role play 
in a café/restaurant. 
 

I can add a description to my 
menu items (e.g. what 
vegetables are in the 
ratatouille). 
 
I can ask and answer 
questions about flavour, 
preferences and other details 
about food and drink. 
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French – Year 5 
Half 
term 

Topic 
title 

Knowledge/content  covered  
A

u
tu

m
n

 1
 

Monster 
Pets 
 

(Describe 
animals/ 
monsters 
and 
where 
they live 
using 
adjectives
, definite 
and 
indefinite 
articles, 
review 
adjectival 
order and 
agreeme
nt) 

● Describing animals (shape, size, colour, etc) 
● Habitats 
● Body parts 

 Adjectives and adjectival agreement/placement 

Assess last 
year’s phonics 
and review as 
necessary. 

Vocabulary: 

Animals: lapin, loup, oiseau, poisson, serpent, singe, ver, baleine, 
grenouille, tortue, animaux, éléphant, kangourou, escargot, girafe,  
Habitats: jungle, désert, forêt, savane, mer, étang,  
 
Body parts: tête, épaules, genoux, pieds, yeux, oreilles, bouche, 
bras, antenne, dents, nez, bec, cornes, jambes, pointes, queue, 
oeil, pieds,  
 

 Adjectives: court, grand, long, petit, pointu, rouge, rose, 
orange, jaune, bleu, noir, vert, blanc, gris 

A
u

tu
m

n
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Space 
poets 
 

(Describe 
and 
compare 
planets 
using 
similes, 
metaphor
s and 
adjectives
) 

● Planets 
● Cognates and near cognates 
● Similes and Metaphors 

● Definite and Indefinite articles 

 Comparative language 

/g/ (not /j/): 
g (garçon, 
gomme, bague 

/g/ when not 
followed by e, i y) 
 

/ñ/ sound: 
gn (montagne /ñ/) 
ni (panier /ñ/) 

 
/i/ sound: 

i (nid /i/) 
y (pyramide /i/) 

 
/in/ sound: 

in (lapin /in/) 
ain (main /in/) 
aim (faim /in/) 

ein (peinture 

/in/) 

Vocabulary: 

Space: le système solaire, l’espace, planète, astéroïde, comète, 
étoile, orbiter, soleil, lune, Mercure, Vénus, La Terre, Mars, 
Jupiter, Saturne, Uranus, Neptune, Pluton 
 

 Descriptive language: ballon, tomate, banane, orange, 
lion, bébé, petit, grand, minuscule, fragile, tranquille, 
énorme, beau, plus __ que, moins __ que, loin de, 
proche de, près de, chaud, froid, encore plus __ que, 
très, glacé, 

S
p
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Food 
Shoppin
g 
 

(Food 
shopping, 
buying, 
paying 
and 
giving 
change, 
cooking 
and 
reading/ 
writing 
recipes) 
 
 

● Numbers and prices 
● Fruits and vegetables 
● J’ai Faim 

 Review indefinite articles and gender 

/j/ sound: 
ge/gi/gy (rouge, 
girafe /j/) 
Spelled: j (jupe /j/) 

 
/k/ sound: 

c (no followed by 
e/i/y) (canard /k/) 
qu (quille /k/) 
cc (accordéon /k/) 
q (coq /k/) 
ch (chorale) 

k (kangourou 

/k/) 

Vocabulary: 

Numbers: review numbers to 31, quarante, cinquante, soixante, 
Euros, 
 

 Food: fruits, ananas, abricot, citron, pomme, poire, 
pêche, banane, orange, cerise, fraise, pastèque, raisins, 
croissant, glace, chips, poulet, soupe, bonbons, café, 
oignon, carotte, tomate, chocolat, fromage, pain, salade, 
biscuits, petits pois, l’ail, ratatouille, ingredients, 
ustensiles, courgettes, aubergine, poivron, herbes, thym, 
romarin, laurier, basilic, l’huil d’olive, sel, poivre, manger, 
je voudrais… c’est combien ? Ça fait… pincée, couteau, 
cuillère, poêle, légumes, laver, couper, ajouter, émincer, 
laisser cuire, à feu bas, couvrir, c’est délicieux ! Bon 
appétit ! 
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The 
French- 
Speaking 
World 
 

(Explain 
what 
countries 
seem 
interestin
g to visit, 
what is 
there, 
what the 
weather 
is like 
there and 
why a 
certain 
place 
seems 
interestin
g to visit) 

● Giving and following directions 
● Cardinal directions 

● Geography, countries, geographical features 

 Weather 

/l/ sound: 
l (lune /l/) 

 
/m/ sound: 

m (mer /m/) 

 
/n/ sound: 

n (Noël /n/) 

 
  /o/ sound: 
o (domino /o/) 
/au (dauphin /o/) 
eau (tableau /o/) 

 
 /oi/ sound: 
oi (roi /oi/) 

oy (voyageur 

/oi/) 

Vocabulary: 

Directions: nord, sud, l’est, l’ouest, je vais, tu vas, mètres, pas,  
 
Geography: France, Grande-Bretagne, La Suisse, L’Algérie, Le 
Luxembourg, La Tunisie, Le Maroc, Madagascar, Le Québec, La 
Martinique, La Guinée Française, Le Laos, La Belgique, Le Viêt 
Nam, L’Éqypte, un pays, drapeau, île, montagnes, châteaux, 
canaux, forêts, tigres, lanternes, marché flottant, Pyramides, 
volcans, mosaïques, nom, population, climat, Qu’est-ce qu’il y a à 
visiter ? Il y a… Je voudrais visiter… parce que… 
 

 Weather: Il fait… très, pas, plus __ que, moins __ que, 
chaud, froid, Il pleut, beaucoup, Il ne __ pas, 
température, 

S
u

m
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Using -er 
Verbs 
 

(Recogni
se 
infinitive 
verbs by 
ending, 
conjugate 
regular 
present-
tense -er 
verbs, 
retell 
familiar 
story 
using -er 
verbs, 
discuss 
likes and 
hobbies) 

● Infinitive verbs 
● Conjugating regular -er Verbs in the present tense 
● Subject pronouns 

 Recognising -er, -ir and -re verbs in their infinitive forms 

/on/ sound: 
on (poisson /on) 
om (pompier /on/) 

/ou/ sound: 
ou (poulle /ou/) 

/ouille/ sound: 
ouille (grenouille 

/ouille/) 
/u/ sound: 

u (mur /u/) 
/v/ sound: 

v (avion /v/) 
w (wagon /v/) 

/z/ sound: 
z (zèbre /z/) 
x (deuxième /z/) 
s (maison /z/) 

/p/ sound: 
p (poussin /p/) 

/r/ sound: 
r (radis /r/) 

/t/ sound: 
t (tour /t/) 

Vocabulary: 

 Verbs: chanter, courir, danser, dormir, jouer, lire, manger, 
nager, écrire, habiter, regarder, sauter, écouter, avoir, 
Être, aimer, j’aime, je, tu, il, elle, nous, vous, ils, elles,  
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My 
Family 
 

(Describe 
family 
members’ 
appearan
ce, likes, 
dislikes 
and 
birthdays) 

● Family members 

● Possessive adjectives 
● Describing people’s appearances and likes/dislikes 
● Review adjectives 

● Review food 

 Review dates/birthdays 

Assess and 
review 
phonics 
from this 
year. 

Vocabulary: 

Family: J’ai… Je n’ai pas de… et, ou, frère, sœur, fils/fille unique, 
mon, ma, mes, père, mère, parents, grand-père, grand-mère, 
grands-parents, fils, fille, oncle, tante, cousin, cousine, 
L’anniversaire de ___, c’est le __. 
 
Adjectives: il/elle a, bonds, noirs, roux, bleus, verts, gris, courts, 
longs,  
 
Food: J’aime, J’adore, beaucoup, Je n’aime pas, ananas, abricots, 
citrons, pommes, poires, bananes, oranges, cerises, fraises, 
raisins, pastèques, pêches, et, mais, 
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  Autumn 1   
Topic: Monster Pets 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater depth 

I can use adjectives and 
articles in simple sentences to 
understand and communicate 
descriptions of animals (real or 
imaginary). 

I can write a paragraph 
describing an animal (real or 
imaginary) and where it lives. 
 
I can draw an animal (real or 
imaginary) based on a 
description that has been 
communicated orally or in 
writing. 
 

I can vary my sentence 
structure to make my writing 
more interesting. 
 
I can use a dictionary to 
understand or translate longer 
descriptions. 
 

Autumn 2  
Topic: Space Poets 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater depth 

I can use articles, prepositions 
and adjectives to describe and 
compare planets. 

I can write a poem describing and 
comparing planets. 
 

I can ask and answer questions 
about planets orally using 
sentence frames to help me. 
 

I can add to and improve my 
poem using a dictionary to 
uplevel my vocabulary. 
 
I can ask and answer longer, 
more complex or different 
questions about planets. 

Spring 1 

Topic: Food Shopping 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater depth 

I can understand and use food 
vocabulary and numbers in 
different contexts. 

I can use food vocabulary and 
numbers appropriately in a 
short, repetitive role play using 
voice and actions to 
communicate to an audience. 
 
I can explore and understand 
an authentic French text (e.g. 
menu, shopping list, recipe). 

I make my lines more 
interesting in the role play by 
adding appropriate adjectives 
and prepositions. 

 
I can look up and understand 
new verbs in a recipe or help a 
friend to understand their 
menu/shopping list. 

   Spring 2  
      Topic: The French-Speaking World 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater depth 

I can name and describe 
francophone countries using 
comparative language, 

I can name, research and 
describe some countries from 
around the world that speak 
French. 

I can research and explain why 
some countries speak french 
around the world. 
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cardinal directions, adjectives 
and prepositions. 

 
I can ask and answer questions 

about different francophone 
countries using comparative 
language, cardinal directions, 
adjectives and prepositions. 
 

I can share which French-
speaking countries I would be 
interested in visiting, when and 
why in French. 

    Summer 1  
       Topic: -er verbs 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater depth 

I know what an infinitive verb 
is and can choose correct verb 
endings for -er verbs based on 
the subject pronouns. I know 
that some verbs are irregular. 

I can make a verb spinner to help 
me choose correct verb 
endings for -er verbs based on 
the subject pronouns I need to 
use. 
 

I can begin to recognise and use -
er verbs in the retelling of a 
familiar traditional tale. 
 

I can begin to recognise and use -
er, -ir and -re verbs in the 
retelling of a familiar traditional 
tale. 
 

I can begin to recognise and use 
irregular verbs in my speech 
and writing. 

     Summer 2  
Topic: My Family 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater depth 

I can name and describe 
different members of my family 
using correct verb endings, 
pronouns, articles, adjectives 
and a wider variety of 
sentence structures.  

I can name different family 
members from my family tree 
and share what they like or do 
not like. 
 

I can write a descriptive passage 
about my family using a wider 
range of sentence structures. 
 

I can extend my sentences 
using conjunctions such as et 
(and) or mais (but) and sharing 
what my family members do not 
like, as well as what they do 
like. 
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French – Year 6  

Half 
term 

Topic title Knowledge/content  covered  
A

u
tu

m
n

 1
 

Olympic 
Games 

● Sports 
● Verbs: (Jouer vs Faire, infinitive verbs, -er verbs) 

● Countries 

 Expressing opinions 

 Assess 
and 
review 
phonics 
from 
Year 5 
as 
needed. 

Vocabulary: 

Sports: jouer, faire, basket, hockey, tennis, rugby, ski, c’est 
quel sport ? sauter, marcher, courir, danser, nager, patiner, 
plonger, bicyclette, vélo, pédaler, freiner, maillot, départ, fin, 
ralentir, à droite, à gauche, tout droit, vite, lentement, pétanque, 
cochonnet, boules, glisser, rouler, lober, lancer, frapper, les 
jeux olympiques, l’athlétisme, gymnastique, cyclisme, 
volleyball, kayak, water-polo, tennis de table, judo, l'équitation, 
badminton, golf, tir à l’arc, l’escrime, boxe, snowboard, 
bobsleigh, l’aviron, voile, saut à ski, curling, médaille, bonze, 
argent, or, compétition, tournoi, équipe, bon jouer, gagner, 
perdre 
 

 Countries: L'Angleterre, L'Écosse, Le Pays de Galles, 
L'Irlande du Nord, L'Irlande, La France, La Belgique, 
Les Pays-Bas, L'Allemagne, L'Italie, L'Espagne, Les 
États-Unis d'Amérique, Le Canada, L'Australie, aller,  

A
u

tu
m

n
 2

 

Football 
Champions 
 

(Learning how 
to broaden 
vocabulary 
more 
independently, 
dictionary 
work, using a 
thesaurus) 

● Football 
● How to use a bilingual dictionary or thesaurus 
● How to use a thesaurus 

● Cognates and near cognates 

 Venir/venir de 

/ill/ sound: 
ill (fille /ill/) 
y (crayon /ill/) 

/ail/ sound: 
ail (l’ail /ail/) 
aille (médaille 

/ail/) 
/euil/ sound: 

euil (écureuil) 
euille (feuille) 

/ouil/ sound: 

 ouil 
(fenouil) 

Vocabulary: 

 Sports: ballon, but, terrain, sifflet, match de foot, 
joueur de foot, footballeur, Les Bleues, mi-temps, 
équipe, gardien de but, bon, supporteur, attaquant, 
milieu de terrain défensif, marquer un but, sauver un 
but, carton jaune/rouge, venir de… 
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My House 
 

(Describing 
houses, 
furniture and 
household 
items using 
prepositions 
and 
adjectives)  
 

● Houses and furniture 
● Prepositions 

● Possessive adjectives 

 Habiter 

 Review 
Year 4 
phonics 

Vocabulary: 

 Houses and furniture: habiter, appartement, maison, 
ferme, salle à manger, cuisine, salon, chambre, salle 
de bain, jardin, garage, qu-est-ce que c’est ? c’est … il 
y a … il n’y a pas … au rez-de-chaussée, au premier 
étage, en bas, en haut, lit, poster, ordinateur, rideaux, 
tapis, garde-robe, mur, chaise, lampe, bureau,  jouets, 
livres, chien, niche, sur sous, devant, derrière, à côté 
de, dans, entre, où est …  
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My 
Francophone 
Holiday 

● Aller 
● Review -er verbs, geography, weather, shops, 

clothing, transportation 

● Near future tense 
● Planning a holiday 

 

 Review 
Year 5 
phonics 

Vocabulary: 

 New: Aller, en, au, aux, cet été, cette année, ce mois-
ci, parce que, c’est, magnifique, la plage, les 
montagnes, amusant, une valise, hiver, vacances, 
encore, rester, centre-ville, génial, beaucoup de, parc, 
bibliothèque, la place, il vend, pendant, se bronzer, 
pourquoi, parce que, crème solaire, combiens de 
jours, où, lunettes de soleil, écharpe  
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Visiting a 
Town in 
France 
 

(Review, 
transportation, 
around town, 
giving 
directions, 
planning a 
holiday) 

● Review: aller, prepositions, near future tense, 
adjectives, transportation,  

● Reflexive verbs 
● Giving directions 
● Places around town 
 

 Review 
Y6 
Phonics 

Vocabulary: 

Places around town: parc, musée, marché, école, plage, gare, 
bibliothèque, Il y a … voici, zoo, café, supermarché, piscine, 
pharmacie, marché, où est ... ? La Basilique du Sacré-Coeur 
de Montmartre, L’Arc de Triomphe,  La Tour Eiffel, La 
Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Paris, La Seine, Le Louvre, Tu vas 
aller à … ? Oui/Non, visiter, gratte-ciels 
 
Directions: à droite, à gauche, tourne … deuxième (e.g. la 
deuxième droite) 
 

 Transportation: l’aéroport, billet, carnet, passeport, 
Nom de famille, Prénom, Date de naissance, Lieu de 
naissance, Yeux, Cheveux, Taille, Âge (ans, mois), 
Adresse en France, Bonjour, un billet à __, s’il vous 
plaît, Simple ou retour ? 
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Review 
 

(Review key 
units from 
previous 
learning, 
consolidate 
learning) 

● Main Focus: Revision 
● Preparation for Key Stage 3 

 Looking at KS3 curriculums alongside teachers from 
feeder secondary schools with a view to preparing the 
children as best as we can for transition 

 Assess 
and 
review 
as 
needed 

 Review 
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  Autumn 1   
Topic: Olympic Games 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can recognise, name and 
express an opinion about 
different countries and sports, 
using familiar -er verbs. 

I can share opinions about which 
sports I like/dislike and which 
countries I would like to visit 
orally and in writing using 
familiar -er verbs (aller, aimer, 
adorer). 
 

I can write an interview article 
about the Olympic Games 
including where the sports were 
held and how people felt about 
them (using familiar -er verbs). 
 

I can extend my sentences 
(orally or in writing) using 
conjunctions such as ‘et’ and 
‘mais’. 
 
I can begin to use and 
understand other -er verbs 
correctly. 

Autumn 2  
Topic: Football Champions 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can use different methods to 
learn/retain new vocabulary in 
order to help me read and 
write about football players 
effectively? 

I can use a dictionary and other 
methods to learn and revise 
new vocabulary? 
 

I can read and write passages 
about football players, where 
they are from and other 
information about them? 

I can use a thesaurus to 
expand my vocabulary. 
 
I can extend my sentences 
using grammar from other units 
we have studied to share 
opinions and descriptions 
about the sport/football players. 

Spring 1 

Topic: My House 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can understand and 
communicate a description of 
a house orally in and in writing 
using prepositions, adjectives 
and furniture/home 
vocabulary. 

I can describe my house orally and 
in writing using adjectives and 
prepositions. 
 

I can draw a picture based on a 
description of a house (oral or 
written). 
 

I can add to my description of a 
house using conjunctions, 
adjectives or by stating where it 
is. 

I can express what I like or do 
not like about my house. 

   Spring 2  
      Topic: My Francophone Holiday 
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KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can choose and describe my 
holiday, what I will need to 
pack and how I will get there. 

I can explain where I will go on 
holiday and why by using the 
present tense of aller and an 
infinitive verb to form the near 
future tense. 
 

I can research and share 
information about different 
places in order to decide where 
I want to go on holiday, how I 
will get there and what I need to 
pack. 

I can explain why I chose a 
certain location for my holiday 
using verbs like avoir, aimer 
and adorer. 
 
I can use comparative 
language and conjunctions to 
explain why I chose one place 
and not another. 

    Summer 1  
       Topic: Visiting a Town in France 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can give and understand 
directions, as well as 
expressing an opinion about 
where I would like to go and 
why. 

I can plan a pretend trip (buying 
tickets, planning what to see, 
booking hotels) and I can 
give/receive directions. 

I can understand and/or write a 
tourist leaflet about a 
francophone city. 
 

I can give/receive two- (or 
more) step directions. 
 
I can add to my sentences 
using connectives correctly and 
improve my vocabulary using a 
dictionary or thesaurus. 

     Summer 2  
Topic: Review 

KPI Assessment opportunities Moving on to greater 
depth 

I can recall and apply my 
knowledge of vocabulary, 
adjectives, -er verbs, 
prepositions, comparisons 
and other grammar in a 
variety of contexts. 

I can present information orally and 
in writing. 
 

I can listen attentively to spoken 
language and show 
understanding by joining in and 
responding appropriately. 
 

I can read carefully and show 
understanding by appreciating 
and responding to stories, 
songs, poems and rhymes in 
French. 

I can present information orally 
and in writing to a range of 
audiences, adapting the 
language I use appropriately 
using a dictionary or thesaurus. 
 
I can understand information 
presented orally or in writing 
and respond effectively by 
asking or answering questions 
using a range of grammatical 
devices correctly. 

 


